The catalytic activity of Abl1 single and compound mutations: Implications for the mechanism of drug resistance mutations in chronic myeloid leukaemia.
Abl1 is a protein tyrosine kinase whose aberrant activation due to mutations is the culprit of several cancers, most notably chronic myeloid leukaemia. Several Abl1 inhibitors are used as anti-cancer drugs. Unfortunately, drug resistance limits their effectiveness. The main cause for drug resistance is mutations in the kinase domain (KD) of Abl1 that evolve in patients. The T315I mutation confers resistance against all clinically-available inhibitors except ponatinib. Resistance to ponatinib can develop by compound (double) mutations. Kinetic measurements of the KD of Abl1 and its mutants were carried out to examine their catalytic activity. Specifically, mutants that lead to drug resistance against ponatinib were considered. Molecular dynamics simulations and multiple sequence analysis were used for explanation of the experimental findings. The catalytic efficiency of the T315I pan-resistance mutant is more than two times lower than that of the native KD. All ponatinib resistant mutations restore the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme. Two of them (G250E/T315I and Y253H/E255V) have a catalytic efficiency that is more than five times that of the native KD. The measurements and analysis suggest that resistance is at least partially due to the development of a highly efficient kinase through subsequent mutations. The simulations highlight modifications in two structurally important regions of Abl1, the activation and phosphate binding loops, upon mutations. Experimental and computational methods were used together to explain how mutations in the kinase domain of Abl1 lead to resistance against the most advanced drug currently in use to treat chronic myeloid leukaemia.